Title word cross-reference


/s/ [128].

1 [401]. 19 [1563, 1463, 1670, 1731, 1795, 1506].


4-nitrophenyl [409]. 4.0 [1526].

5 [344]. 5.0 [1762]. 51 [1335]. 5G [857].

6-dimethyl- [409].

74 [500].

8 [889].

PANDA [418].


Approaches [102x359] [1728, 1528, 1342, 1220, 264, 1231, 1527, 112, 1336, 1453, 1473, 495, 618, 133, 992, 728, 1378, 402, 381, 811, 799, 1518, 153, 1041, 1321, 79, 1421, 1410, 1372, 1470, 392, 1434, 1298, 478, 187, 1787, 576, 523, 741, 1172, 942, 1008, 1269, 310, 1265, 716, 311, 764, 1748, 253, 86, 1058, 213, 1210, 1548, 532, 972, 1083, 492, 1614, 1525, 190, 37, 1168, 1568, 1790, 594, 414, 816, 712].

Application-driven [746].

Application-specific [1310]. Applications [239, 1795, 672, 927, 1110, 1452, 684, 444, 1581, 1733, 1051, 721, 725, 1342, 1220, 60, 760, 1221, 1184, 1208, 1048, 238, 1298, 87, 579, 56, 1493, 36, 277, 1212, 988, 1492, 236, 557, 1736, 555, 762, 103, 159, 1339, 1180, 856, 227, 859].


Approximation [760, 842]. approximation [169, 175, 1098, 1024, 74, 612, 1450]. April [1035, 1148, 1290, 1479, 1722]. AQP [863].

Arabic [872, 905]. arbitrarily [1696].

arbitrary [776, 140, 1077]. arc [522, 1025].


archiving [1068]. area [299, 110, 697, 1489].


Auto [416, 1093, 1270, 1266, 481]. Auto-tuning [416, 1093, 1270, 1266, 481].


Automated [616, 1023, 1704, 1508, 1779, 381, 592, 1589, 973, 652, 1392, 713, 878, 1526]. Automatic
butterfly-inspired, buy, C [1263, 1004, 498, 967], C-means [967], CA [454, 1716], CA-based [1716], cache [1115, 1151, 1043], cache-clustering [1151], cache-partitioning [1151], cadaveric [1460], cadaveric-based [1460], Cahn [1808], calculated [1294, 283], calculating [412], Calculation [1715, 1298, 1685, 1691, 580, 1519], calculations [1278, 288, 1250, 78, 1447, 622, 1291], Calibration [1358, 1120, 1006, 998, 208, 754, 332, 361], Call [30, 724], camera [1006], Can [403, 1507, 940], Canadian [370], Cancer [1220, 1461, 1126, 1360, 1429, 1497, 1572], cancerisation [1143], cancerous [1370], cantilever [1745], capabilities [1529, 563], capacitance [1422], capacity [1469, 1543, 1052], capillary [1727], capture [560], Capturing [1079], carbon [13, 496, 109], carcinogenesis [748], carcinoma [654, 656, 618, 1642, 658], card [895, 377], cardiac [202, 1593, 1761, 1104, 1020, 744, 1318, 1641, 1314, 1358, 15, 93], CardioRisk [363], cardiovascular [743, 363, 1272], Care [30, 123, 1798], Carlo [374, 1712, 155, 1044, 498, 218, 622, 283, 1275], carotid [1382], carry [687], Cartesian [161], cascade [785], cascades [945], cascading [1378], Case [127, 968, 978, 625, 72, 1183, 1463, 1288, 815, 1769, 352, 221, 739, 608, 403, 615, 1627, 240, 1607, 932, 357, 487, 1384, 796, 1526, 866, 199, 791, 235, 197], cases [1763, 451, 557], caste [1792], caste-based [1792], casting [1253], catalogs [1081], catalyst [561], catalysts [1650], catalytic [454], categories [1336], category [936, 82], category-aware [936], Cauchy [385, 776], Causal [851], causes [1793], causing [831], cavity [1366, 1537, 1660, 1239, 1260], CAVS [404], CBD [866], CDS [1381], CE [965, 1320], Cell [296, 1459, 132, 736, 151, 560, 380, 1326, 1143, 1488, 1358, 1429, 1771, 438, 1384, 311, 876, 1770, 1282, 1642, 902], cell-based [736], cells [504, 1198, 1017, 1441, 1188], Cellular [453, 515, 1441, 768, 444, 445, 1224, 504, 318, 447, 71, 687, 319, 452, 767, 1512, 676, 1032, 1326, 83, 678, 748, 772, 451, 828, 920, 450, 677, 225, 449, 826, 514, 1384, 326, 1134, 365, 110, 1488, 1028], center [763, 860], centered [1601], Central [160, 1727, 1592, 166], centrality [1155, 1591, 1746, 544, 718, 842, 1519, 1545, 1668, 1519], centralised [795], centre [740], Centrifugal [425], Centroid [1561], centroids [49, 412], CEO [636], cerebral [92, 401, 878], CESM [233], CEV [1518], CFD [1051, 958, 977, 87, 56, 168], CFD/RBD [977], CFLP [1544], CH [498], Chain [1193, 323, 1762, 1483, 914, 1372, 274, 608, 906, 530], challenge [1801], Challenges [844, 696, 214, 1213, 654, 143], change [1469, 1359, 281, 1548, 716], change-point [1359], changes [291, 1336, 1437], changing [1491], channel [1621, 1781, 1408, 1820], channels [1286], Chaos [1647, 1761, 163, 1328, 1273], Chaospy [426], Chaotic [247, 1783, 348, 6, 1141], Characterisation [739], characteristic [1643], characteristics [1499, 429, 1712, 1537, 943, 128, 491, 766, 976], Characterization [972, 295, 409, 1437], Characterizing [233, 1665, 1163, 1591], charged [347, 1750], charging [625, 1251, 458], chatter [1453], Chebyshev [1367], checking [1181], checkpointing [955, 1666], chemical [57, 499, 737, 1398, 78, 291, 1788, 543, 497, 1392], chemically [1437], chemically-induced [1437], Chemistry [286, 400, 1337, 1725], chemotherapeutic [1370], China [775, 944, 235, 968, 1107], Chinese [952], chip [878], chirality [496], choices [1185], Cholesky [621, 1097, 846], Christi [1820].


cutting-edge [1459]. cyber
[698, 1344, 906, 398, 866]. cyber-physical
[1344, 398, 866]. cyber-security [698],
cyberinfrastructure [1317]. cycle
[196, 1465, 1729]. Cyclic [449, 538],
cyclic-mission [538]. Cylinder [1369].
Cyinder-lamina [1369]. cylinders [1671].
D [664, 481, 1703, 1818, 1254, 663, 529, 1588,
1670, 127, 1017, 1061, 385, 231, 1326, 1693,
369, 1139, 1547, 1099, 672, 1773, 927, 1106,
1129, 1751, 1126, 373, 566, 150, 1690, 1437,
178, 1275, 1505, 1661]. D-bar [1703],
D-Cov19Net [1670]. D-Grid [127]. D3Q19
[1194]. DAEs [105]. DAG [853]. dam [627].
damage [462, 1520, 749, 492]. damaged
[1412]. damped [1092]. damped-wave
[1092]. damping [270]. Data
[164, 1431, 138, 295, 639, 475, 620, 1212, 1782,
1494, 633, 1595, 1243, 1153, 712, 823, 902,
1164, 1220, 431, 197, 664, 1183, 1353, 719,
1068, 1463, 1598, 1806, 1652, 1341, 1155, 1293,
1484, 1501, 1229, 1719, 1764, 574, 1460, 482,
428, 1507, 1402, 744, 627, 1451, 1789, 1610,
219, 851, 220, 1279, 1795, 133, 959, 1667,
1359, 740, 1486, 763, 1608, 697, 156, 1055,
262, 360, 909, 1158, 759, 1650, 1649, 1347,
837, 497, 828, 1329, 1552, 1664, 1627, 771,
907, 150, 1300, 1354, 677, 208, 1429, 996, 300,
1285, 860, 1647, 1526, 518, 1052, 1286, 1427].
data
[1304, 879, 1296, 1374, 1559, 839, 1810, 199,
1303, 1521, 1087, 1665, 130, 866, 954, 1642,
861, 377, 802, 1661, 1327, 864, 491, 1196].
Data-assimilated [639]. data-based
[1304]. Data-Brain [1212]. Data-Driven
[138, 1153, 1595, 712, 1220, 1460, 1451, 156,
1650, 1300, 677, 1052, 1374]. data-flow
[1486]. databases [1294, 1408]. Datafying
[1767]. dataset [1138]. datasets
[835, 264, 1362, 1746, 113]. Day [277]. DEA
[1132, 659, 608]. deadline [1385, 606],
dealock [178]. Dealing [1174, 264, 646].
Death [528]. debugging [238]. December
[40, 90]. decentralised [1053].
de-centralized [1762, 1774]. Decision
[805, 617, 1174, 125, 470, 391, 523, 706, 743,
146, 209, 333, 124, 1774, 1748, 932, 789,
1386, 1637, 394]. decision-making
[391, 1774, 1748]. decisions [267].
declustering [1081]. Decomposition
[543, 288, 817, 431, 447, 1215, 152, 1598,
1104, 1080, 187, 1524, 738, 460, 1205, 1480,
150, 1097, 541, 807, 1580, 1002, 1007, 1517,
1611, 1063]. Decomposition-based [543].
decoupling [273]. Deep
[872, 1645, 1658, 1563, 1379, 1023, 1412,
1593, 1781, 1343, 1360, 1589, 996, 1335, 1287,
1626, 1689, 1436, 905]. Deep-ASL [1436].
Deep-learning [1658]. deepening [1820].
deeper [1708]. default [1381, 757]. defect
[408]. deficit [1120]. defined [696, 740].
definite [149]. definition [266, 326].
deforestation
[1674, 923, 1786, 1780, 387, 1117, 1643].

degeneration [616]. degradation
[537, 1017]. degrading [388, 814]. degree
[1746, 595, 415, 1114, 469, 140, 1701].
degrees [1165]. dehydrogenase [287].
DEIM [604]. delay [1470]. delayed
[946, 1732]. delays [174, 350, 1531].
delivery [1445, 20, 119]. demand
[1753, 775, 540, 1357]. demands [1047].
demixing [704]. Democracy [1772].
democratic [1477]. demographic
[1200, 1336]. Demonstrating [899, 1485].
Dempster [1269, 1058]. denoising [581].
dense [787, 857, 1094, 218]. Density
[332, 1669, 923, 1359, 440, 335, 1395].
Density-based [332, 1669, 923]. dental
[124]. departments [637]. dependency
[436]. dependent [1818, 642, 1192, 116,
1746, 1119, 49, 63, 387, 1343, 1117, 1568].
depicting [491]. Deployment [419].
deposition [499, 1133]. depth
[1271, 1573, 1134]. depth-averaged [1573].
depths [1723]. derivation [592]. derivative
[16, 341, 1418]. derivative-free [1418].
ensemble-based [1638]. Enterprise [914].

Entropy [910, 1660, 719, 60, 897, 1132, 1058].


epoxy [492]. EPR [1740]. equality [201, 715].


Equation-Based [1472]. Equations [43, 202, 529, 152, 163, 175, 1620, 1676, 1667, 1710, 1331, 1609, 1233, 1356, 280, 1419, 1329, 629, 430, 1413, 1452, 161, 554, 1539, 1549, 1307, 1580, 159, 1808, 166, 1677].

Equatorial [1172]. equilibration [362]. equilibrium [1717, 1688, 1350, 1511].

equivalent [1595]. era [683, 197]. eras [1211]. ERECT [956].


essay [486]. Establishing [1771, 1770].

estate [640]. estimates [1273]. Estimating [744, 1632].

Estimation [1764, 1489, 662, 54, 1362, 153, 696, 1359, 1557, 603, 1624, 335, 266, 1427]. estimators [719]. Estuary [1182]. ethylamine [288].


Evidential [990]. evolved [1499]. Evolving [382, 1349]. Exact [83, 50, 754, 1144]. examine [1770].

Examining [46]. example [1317]. exascale [484, 477, 683, 1211, 213, 215, 1217, 479].

exchange [1105]. excitable [29].

excitation [918]. Exciting [81]. executed [579]. execution [1342, 786, 592, 783, 227].

exemplar [800]. exercise [1044]. exhaust [929]. exhaustive [352, 378]. exhibit [137].

Existence [350]. expansion [1761, 1446, 1683]. expansions [1273].

Expected [534, 1653]. expediency [768].

expenditures [1740]. expensive [422, 461, 474, 224]. Experience [386, 524, 1807]. Experiential [1758].

experiment [418, 1281]. experimental [1758, 1365, 791]. experiments [969, 1460, 1521]. expert [1672].

expiratory [128]. explainable [1593, 1521].

explanations [1433]. explicit [504, 903, 958, 1095, 1389, 204, 1414].

exploitation [1013]. Exploiting [1038, 482, 516, 864, 944, 56, 1067].

Exploration [1475, 458]. Exploration-oriented [1475]. Exploring

Mapping [837, 1373, 1462, 559, 812]. MapReduce [859]. maps [85, 1690].
March [99, 52, 339, 468, 596, 774, 1019, 1136, 1268, 1457, 1706]. Marden [1819].
markers [1285]. market [41, 775, 759, 521, 1614, 944, 235]. markets [527, 534, 6, 533, 886]. Markov
mass-conserved [1063]. mass-spring [712]. masses [1380]. massive [835]. Massively
[1271, 747, 437, 368, 1266, 887, 206, 1270, 1770]. Massively-parallel [1271]. Master
[415]. matching [523, 912, 1633, 649]. material [462, 647, 1509, 1658]. materials
[1581, 1145, 497, 464, 1784, 1217, 825]. Mathematical [1322, 237, 477, 1198, 1102, 26, 1140, 1774, 571]. mathematics [212].
matrices [844, 145, 845, 1764, 1002]. Matrix [1773, 1050, 1008, 1362, 696, 1482, 1718, 1622, 925, 1142, 1231, 324, 218, 1583, 217, 1517, 891, 838]. matrix-free
[1008, 1231, 1583]. matters [195, 1724]. maturing [547]. max [819, 666]. maxima
[721, 856]. maximum [668, 651]. Maxwell [152]. May
[12, 285, 346, 611, 821, 1046, 1157, 1516, 1744]. MBBAT [728]. MCDM
[1174, 705]. MCSA [1629]. MDC [1502]. MDP [199]. Mean [1775, 279, 1576, 1037]. mean-field
[279]. Means
[1728, 1293, 1391, 1486, 967, 581]. measure [672, 382, 1088]. measurement [1332, 608, 1168]. measurements
[435, 1562]. measures
[1809, 1155, 544, 718, 1545, 540]. Measuring [1071, 804, 377]. mechanical
[647, 744, 1093, 730, 1618]. mechanically
[83]. mechanics [1761, 1760]. mechanism
[587, 297, 1448]. mechanisms
[189, 987, 749, 1203]. mechanistic [1220].
mechanobiological [749]. media
[689, 1131, 812, 1200, 1129, 1349, 566, 561, 797, 1440, 1811, 792, 1021, 367]. medical
[470, 1410, 1012, 1637]. Medicine [30, 123]. MediGRID [127]. medium [533].
melanoma [1410]. Melbourne [866]. melody [1700]. membrane
[551, 1693, 324, 240, 1358, 1659]. membranes [463, 306]. memetic
[1139, 624, 770, 86, 1015, 1050]. memories
[861]. Memory
[1598, 1673, 47, 1013, 1298, 1095, 106, 829, 1028, 1343, 1542, 1459, 305, 350, 1423].
Memory-efficient [1598]. memristor [429]. meniscus [380]. meniscus-shaped [380].
Merged [1476]. Merging [715, 1029].
Mesh [1449, 1503, 522, 923, 1301, 556, 512, 15, 93, 178, 1623, 140, 1579]. mesh-free
[522]. meshes [1803, 1601, 1033]. Meshfree
[1546, 1573]. meshing [1588]. meshless
[1040, 1754, 1641, 1522]. meso [462].
meso-damage [462]. mesoscale [1217].
Mesoscopic [274]. message [579, 601].
messages [336]. meta
[544, 359, 731, 1335, 1287]. meta-analysis
[544]. meta-heuristic [359, 731, 1335, 1287].
metagenomic [262]. Metaheuristic
[1445, 1240, 1745, 546, 732].
metaheuristic-based [732].
metaheuristics [542]. meta.
978, 1453, 889]. metallization [1282].
Metamodelling [327, 1471]. metamorphic
[1398]. metaprogramming [1263].
Method [435, 72, 818, 463, 1171, 609, 1681, 1805, 1199, 1752, 1297, 1116, 242, 38, 337, 1215, 1040, 25, 135, 737, 1702, 1469, 201, 522, 1048, 831, 141, 238, 1244, 1229, 1719, 675, 1628, 576, 1638, 1261, 1680, 272, 1201, 385, 1797, 857, 1726, 1667, 369, 1493, 1756, 1609, 1718, 1524, 811, 912, 779, 1749, 738, 168, 1356, 943, 562, 1546, 1422, 243, 692, 776, 1646, 1760, 105, 1768, 1114, 1467, 566, 1774,
Modelling [931, 429, 1047, 398, 841, 318, 42, 760, 522, 1674, 1676, 1288, 1731, 207, 784, 568, 1055, 1126, 524, 393, 1590, 603, 61, 492, 514, 1340, 783, 594, 237, 130, 886, 118].


PDE-LDDMM [1403]. PDEs [1192, 1343].
pedagogical [1072]. pedestrian [319, 388, 320]. PEDISWESA’13 [292].
Pegasus [1313]. penalization [1116, 1421, 469]. penalized [1620].
personalized [936, 744, 953]. perspective [1322]. Perspectives [410, 391, 1772, 400, 815].
Petersburg [209, 146]. Petri [380, 267, 766].
PETSc [1231]. PETSc/TAO [1231]. PGAS [1736]. Ph.D [370].
pharmaceutical [318]. pharmacology [1203]. pharmacophore [287]. Phase [555, 125, 778, 737, 1469, 631, 1553, 822, 568, 1578, 165, 1468, 1440, 558, 1808].
Phase-field [555, 631, 822, 558]. phenols [260]. phenomena [931, 1676, 1216, 981].
phonon [1511]. photovoltaic [1051, 903, 885, 1763]. phylogenetic [18].
Physiological [742]. physiology [783].
pick [953]. pick-up [953]. pickup [1445].
PID [798]. piece [1390]. piece-wise [1390].
plasmon [1365]. plastic [1702, 387]. plasticity [206]. plate [61, 1025, 1568].
pneumonia [1637]. POD [1394, 1474, 1486, 604]. POD-DEIM [604].
POD-RBF [1394]. Point [808, 1040, 1277, 1093, 936, 1359, 618, 1130, 1690, 1549, 1687, 1092, 1498].
point-based [1130]. point-cloud [1741]. point-of-interest [936]. points [912, 50, 88, 304, 953, 824, 1641].
pole [107]. policies [1151, 1283, 366].
policy [1264]. pollution [614, 1677].
polyaniline [405]. polyhedral [1681, 1687].
Polymer [825]. polymeric [362].
polymorph [403, 918]. polymorphic [779]. Polynomial [1761, 163, 1328, 595, 1273, 103].
polynomials [164, 1802, 1307].
polyurethanes [493]. pooling [880].
popularity [947]. population [645, 600, 729, 253, 491, 303, 1791].
1217, 217]. Software
[57, 1672, 1256, 75, 53, 1758, 54, 69, 1322, 55,
696, 79, 1445, 26, 473, 740, 248, 95, 46, 1314,
1330, 195, 810, 214, 783]. software-defined
[696, 740]. soils [1415]. solar
[1695, 1282, 513]. solid
[1760, 1784, 555, 782, 411]. solidification
[631, 1253]. Solubilities [498]. solubility
[403]. Solution
[38, 803, 280, 43, 34, 1703, 75, 1503, 1727,
135, 1702, 1469, 148, 139, 1047, 1698, 1609,
1718, 1464, 203, 653, 655, 1641, 430, 1413,
1573, 691, 1580, 1401, 1586, 1357].
Solutions [30, 127, 1152, 123, 1319, 1518,
168, 162, 161, 167, 1134, 350]. solve
[577, 1434, 1512, 1299, 1033]. solved [1369].
solver [529, 1192, 1514, 1513, 923, 302, 313,
1553, 1543, 1094, 1575, 1630, 149, 548, 9,
896, 136, 1262, 326, 919]. solvers
[152, 1558, 1263, 1197, 154, 575, 1403, 592,
433, 1310, 438, 1304, 436]. solves [826].
Solving
[202, 54, 510, 1628, 1774, 653, 655, 1578,
1465, 1367, 993, 145, 850, 1308, 391, 808,
1676, 187, 777, 1799, 715, 1233, 1749, 600,
1576, 1205, 612, 776, 1142, 770, 1492, 1073,
1802, 1307, 1811, 1092, 1196, 1551, 630].
Some [950, 427, 73, 26, 1413]. Sonar [1082].
SOR [959]. sort [1785]. sorting
[714, 1625, 243]. sound [1670]. source
[1051, 1256, 1648, 1520, 426, 1151, 1797, 279,
1049, 20, 1811, 1551, 614]. sources
[311, 414]. souring [257]. soybean [839].
space [1674, 1080, 1149, 729, 1747, 176,
1437, 514, 1562]. space-splitting [1149].
spaces [1354]. spanners [724]. spanning
[826]. spark [1121, 583]. Sparse
[896, 1522, 1183, 577, 1404, 1302, 1482, 1502,
578, 584, 186, 1517, 1033]. Sparsistent
[1652]. Spatial [1028, 968, 24, 591, 1712,
739, 1547, 648, 388, 943, 814, 1771, 1724].
spatially [1343, 1204, 204]. Spatio
[191, 689, 1158, 1655]. Spatio-temporal
[191, 1158, 1655]. SPE10 [373]. Special

[230, 239, 265, 536, 1763, 286, 549, 1026, 753,
1324]. species [1372, 35]. species- [35].
Specific [586, 745, 404, 1710, 1106, 1310,
1793, 783, 130, 35]. specification [625].
specificity [260]. spectral [1098, 811, 1566,
168, 1231, 814, 1619, 1568, 630]. spectrin
[1693]. spectrometry [133]. spectroscopic
[409]. Spectroscopy [1773, 155, 839].
spectrum [1398]. spectrum-based [1398].
speed [1575, 378, 340, 877]. Speeding
[1013]. Speedup [1663]. SPH [522, 927].
sphere [50, 88, 304]. spherical [1771].
Sphericity [983]. spike [1662]. spin
[1436, 76, 120, 1541]. spine [1460]. spins [7].
spiral [1020, 1249, 50, 1540]. spiral-groove
[1249]. spirometry [1567]. spline
[434, 1759, 1616]. splines [141]. split [1445].
splitter [1671]. splitting
[1585, 1149, 427, 335]. spraying [1025].
spread [24, 337, 737, 138, 77, 940].
spreaders [1114]. spreading [677]. spring
[712]. Spy [112]. square [1660, 424].
squares
[577, 1094, 1749, 1142, 483, 245, 1522]. SrH
[1278]. SrHfO [78]. SRL [1803].
SRL-assisted [1803]. SRTI [1397]. ss [496].
ss-DNA [496]. SSA [1472]. St [209]. St.
[146]. Stability
[1372, 1198, 1004, 350, 1505, 1466].
stabilization [1487, 1630]. stabilized
[1546]. stabilizing [182]. Stable
[890, 1651, 1187, 1162, 193, 548, 1414]. stack
[1470]. stack-type [1470]. stacked
[834, 1461]. Stackelberg [1717]. stacker
[399]. stacking [1059, 1455]. stage
[242, 1443, 577, 354, 1780, 1475, 798].
staggered [1077]. stakeholders [1680].
star [1785]. StarSs [215]. start [965].
starting [1391]. STAT [404]. State [1243,
1242, 1363, 541, 554, 1303, 1720, 283, 908].
states [729, 1751, 1618]. static
[1775, 1384, 367]. stationary
[360, 824, 700, 989]. stations [1238].
Statistical [238, 1029, 163, 337, 472].


Variance-reduced [629]. variant [732]. variants [850, 1506]. variation [1509, 709]. variational
[1585, 1341, 1667, 1609, 1309, 460, 1535]. Variations [1724, 674, 1079]. varied [1669].
variety [550]. various [930, 174]. varying
[1735, 1095, 926, 454, 350]. vascular
[969, 535, 349, 381, 106, 750, 1532, 1126].
VECMA [1339]. vector [905, 627, 1482, 527, 413, 483, 245, 103, 1697, 424, 1459].
Vehicle [1047, 777, 1251, 615, 653, 655]. vehicles
[641, 1435, 1488, 458, 1224, 1707, 1526, 1224]. vehicular [441]. velocities
[1235, 1161, 1260]. velocity
[1128, 1235, 440, 961, 989]. ventilator [49]. ventilator-dependent [49]. Verification
[1398, 1638, 1339, 1575]. version [283].
versus [615, 1590, 797, 505]. Vertex
[1804, 1428, 770]. vertical [1568]. vertices
[1785, 983]. Very [464, 1104, 1207]. vessel
[667]. VHDL [1072]. VHDL-based [1072]. via
[1152, 463, 930, 1215, 1353, 1594, 201, 667, 1460, 1412, 1372, 1400, 728, 936, 855, 800, 1175, 1768, 1663, 890, 1354, 541, 335, 1015, 323, 1783, 1489, 1639, 1619, 1694, 804, 989]. viability
[1485]. vibration [445, 1395].
Vibrational [405]. vibriessae [563]. video
[666, 591, 1493]. video-based [666]. View
[808, 66, 33]. viewpoint [743]. vine [760].
Viral [77, 172, 1507, 258]. Virtual
[286, 641, 832, 1017, 1115, 763, 387, 1314, 1154, 1118, 1071, 742, 400, 549].
virtualization [441]. virtualized [956]. viscoelastic [970]. viscosity [1583].
[19, 823, 669, 545, 960]. visualisation [7]. Visualization
[1072, 19, 327, 675, 1061]. visualizing
[1719, 801]. visually [1720]. vitro [172].
VMs [587]. volatility [632, 1119, 1306, 1105, 1060, 754].


webgraph [48]. WEICO [1484]. weight [1114, 1467]. Weighted [1279, 1277, 360, 1534, 1760, 1732, 1484].


WSC-integrated [1786]. WSN [295].


years [1219, 1338]. yields [13]. Young [143]. YUKI [1394]. Yuva [646].
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